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Central banks tend to use quantitative
easing when interest rates have
already been lowered to near 0% levels
and have failed to produce the desired
effect. The major risk of quantitative
easing is that, although more money
is floating around, there is still a fixed
amount of goods for sale. This will

eventually lead to higher prices or
inflation.
Investopedia explaining ‘Qualitative
Easing’
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n December 3, 2012 the
NIKKEI closed at 9,458
points. On June 3, 2013 the
NIKKEI had dropped from
its May 2013 high of 15,627 to a still
promising 13,262 points.
Another subtle indicator that
the Japanese economy is on the
mend is the Output PER Employee
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Standard. Germany saw negative
growth of (.25%) in 2012, while
the United States posted a healthy
+.37% of output per employee in
2012. Compare these two countries
to Japan … who announced a
significant 3.1% gain in 2012.
Does this rise indicate a return of
confidence by Japanese consumers
and investors?
It depends upon who you ask.
Just as the United States Federal
Reserve (FED) and the European
Community Bank (ECB) move toward
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What forecasters are saying
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Kuroda’s vision includes
weakening the yen’s
exchange rate – making
Japanese goods more
competitive.

policy is expected to inject liquidity
into the Japanese economy until
inflation hits the Bank of Japan’s 2%
inflation target, while expansionary
fiscal policy is expected to continue
until economic recovery takes hold.
In April, Prime Minister Shinzo
appointed a new governor to
head the BOJ. Shinzo handpicked
Haruhiko Kuroda because he was not
afraid to challenge archaic policies of
central banks and understood Japan’s
need for true fundamental structural
reform. This began the articulated
vision of what now has been labeled
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Fundamentals of Japan’s
ABENOMICS
Lee Jong-Wha, professor of
Economics at Korea University
and former Chief Economist and
Head of the Office of Regional
Economic Integration at the Asian
Development Bank, believes …
[Japan’s] expansionary monetary

“

ABENOMICS.
According to Joseph E. Stiglitz,
a Nobel laureate in economics and
professor at Columbia University …
Kuroda’s vision includes weakening
the yen’s exchange rate – making
Japanese goods more competitive.
And so the new Japanese fiscal
and monetary “policy quiver”
contains 3 arrows. Why 3 arrows?
Because one arrow is easily bent
when trouble wanders along … but
3 arrows are much more difficult to
either break or bend.
Policy Arrow One is the
implementation of Qualitative Easing
(QE). In April Kuroda announced
Japan would grow their Asset
Purchase Program by 1.4 trillion U.S.
dollars over the next two years. This,
of course, is to move Japan from
deflation to inflation and finally get
to Kuroda’s target of 2 percent. This
strategy should weaken the yen and
inject almost two times the current
money supply.
Policy Arrow Two is the
implementation of fiscal stimulus
and infrastructure investment. Most
economists give President Obama’s
“fiscal stimulus initiatives” mixed
reviews in terms of getting the U.S.
economy back on track. Japan also
feels stimulus is a critical factor in
turning its post-crisis economy into a
more normal cyclical pattern.
Policy Arrow Three is the
implementation of economic sector
growth. Since Japan’s workforce has
been shrinking, especially over the
past two decades … increasing the
labor force is a significant policy goal
for Japan. With the development
of a greater labor force, increased
productivity is sure to follow.
Arrow Three includes restructuring
the economy by means of fiscal,
monetary, and structural reform.
Japan will need to keep focused
on an infrastructure that befits an
emerging-country economic profile
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the policy measure of Qualitative
Easing, Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe and the Bank of Japan’s
(BOJ) new governor promise a similar
policy concept using a metaphor of
strength in “holding 3 arrows”.
And even though the NIKIEI has
seen a six month raise of 3,800 points
… there are still economists and
policy makers who continue the
question the real value of injecting
significant liquidity into the economy
as a fiscal and monetary policy
direction.
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of success.
In summary … both Shinzo and
Kuroda are hoping ABENOMICS
will be a comprehensive program
that provides Japanese consumers
and investors more self-assurance
because of a tri-fold platform that
includes:

Monetary Policies
Fiscal Policies
Structural Policies

What They Are Saying
Columbia University’s Stiglitz loves
Japan’s resilient institutions, an
intelligent workforce, and the fact
Japan resides in the world’s most
fertile economic landscape … If the
comprehensive strategy that Abe
has laid out is executed; Japan could
become one of the few rays of light
in an otherwise gloomy advancedcountry landscape.
Jong-Wha agrees. Knowing
short-term fiscal policies and
expansionary monetary policies
will succeed in Japan, he argues
sustainable economic change must
be escorted by the fundamental
structural reforms outlined by
Shinzo and Kuroda. He admits …
Japan’s economy is moving, at last,
which bodes well for Asia and the
world. But, despite its new vigor,
the benefits of recovery could prove
short-lived unless a sustainable and
cooperative growth path is found.
Jong-Wha adds … Renewed growth
and stronger import demand in
Japan will support global recovery.
But not all economic forecasters
agree with Stiglitz and Jong-Wha.
Stephen Roach is the former
Chairman and Chief Economist

for Morgan Stanley. Roach calls
ABENOMICS (plus the U.S. and
ECB’s use of Qualitative Easing) an
“experimental monetary policy” that
nations are seemingly so willing to
use in a post-crisis economic era.
But Roach really wonders if shortterm fixes like QE is the answer
to Japan’s economic recovery …
“Massive liquidity injections” did
unfreeze some of the credit markets
… but has not ignited anything close
to a normal cyclical recovery.
These are the tell-tale signs of the
economic shadows that still loom
large today … negative balance
sheets for both private and public
sectors; continued policy pursuit
of 0% interest rates; and a strong
longing to get rid of old, remaining
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debt.
Think of American households
since 2008-2009. Families developed
a determination to repair negative
household balance sheets by paying
down escalating debt and, instead,
focused in growing their personal
savings accounts and dwindling
retirement accounts.
This is the true structural reform
many economists have called for
in the past five years – spend less
money than revenues received and
no new debt.
Roach claims Japan has forgotten
a very recent lesson they should have
learned from the early 2000s, when
a similar economic policy strategy
was launched and the government
experimented with low interest
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rates and QE strategies that proved
disastrous then, as they will now.
In the mid-2000s when … Japan
made progress on the long, arduous
road of balance sheet repair and
structural transformation ... only did
they gain true economic traction and
gave many parts of Asia confidence
in consumption and investments
in Japanese goods and services,
asserted Roach.
Implications for Closed-End
Funds
Remember … Japan has the world’s
third largest economy; is the world’s
fourth largest trader and; is the
world’s third largest export market
to China and South Korea. As Japan
goes, many predict so goes the Asian
markets as well.
And so, we recently sat down
with Masayuki Kubota (CFA/
CMA), a Senior Portfolio Manager
with Daiwa SB Investments
Limited, who manages The Japan
Equity Fund (JEQ) Mr. Kubota
has managed Japanese equity
portfolios for nearly 25 years.
GIS What is your general reaction
to Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic agenda – dubbed
ABENOMICS?
Mr. Kubota Japanese policy
shifted from quasi-socialism to
capitalism. I expect a bull market
with Abenomics. As such we have
increased our weighting of exporters
such as automobile and domestic
demand related names along with
names in the financial sector. In
addition, we have increased the beta
of the portfolio in preparation for a
bull market.

The Japanese have realized a
series of mistakes committed by
the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ)
and decided a change to the now
ruling LDP party was in order. The
LDP party subsequently announced
the “3 arrows for growth”. While the
economy is recovering, the market
is discounting this recovery, and I
expect the market to perform in a
similar fashion to the 2005 market
under PM Koizumi’s administration.
GIS Do you predict ABENOMICS
will have any near-term or far-term
impact on JEQ?
Mr. Kubota We believe active
investment management in Japan
will outperform the benchmark for
the following reasons:
Among Japanese corporations,
winners and losers will be clearly
divided into two and active
managers can choose the likely
winners.
Expect more M&A activities
among Japanese corporations. Given
this premise, active managers can
achieve alpha by investing in deep
value companies (companies with
valuations below M&A book value).
Expect mid-small capitalization
names to be outperformed. JEQ has
very strong research capabilities and
will provide added value.
GIS What are the three things you are
most excited about JEQ in the nearterm?
Mr. Kubota Exaggerated yen
strength is coming to an end, and will
support corporate earnings.
Deflation will also come to an end,
pushing corporate earnings higher.
There will be stronger domestic
demand. As a result of both a share
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price and real estate price recovery,
private spending as well as Capex will
recover.
GIS What is the single best
investment fundamental for longterm investors in JEQ?
Mr. Kubota This year, the poor
economic performance of the BRICs
will be clear and the EU economy will
remain stagnant while the recovery
in Japan will be an important theme
in the overall market. Over weighting
Japan will be vital.
The same fundamentals for JEQ
hold true for the Asia Tigers Fund
(GRR) a team managed closedend fund by Aberdeen Asset
Management.
According to hedge fund manager,
Chris DeMuth Jr. … GRR trades at
a discount of over 5%. The 1-year
NAV return has been over 14%. The
distribution yield is over 21%. That
distribution is almost entirely capital
gains.
The GRR portfolio’s top sectors
include financials, industrials,
and technology. This strategy fits
perfectly with the ABENOMICS
notion of investing in infrastructure
as a part of “Arrow Two”.
DeMuth comments on why
GRR. “Because GRR semi-annually
repurchases up to 5% of their
outstanding shares for those who
own 99 shares or less. If you tender
them into the next buyback for a
total gain of around $50.37, one can
execute this twice a year for a total
of over $100 for around an 8% yield.
Not a lot of dollars, but I also pick up
coins on the street and it seems to
add up over time.”
We agree. n

